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Abstract. An analytical approximation of the dose distribution from point betasources has been proposed and compared with the "classical" Loevi nger theory
and recent Monte-Carlo calculations. The agreement between the proposed approach and Monte-Carlo simulations is very good. The advantage of the method
is that (i) it is an analytical one, and (ii) it can be applied to distorted beta-spectra
or experimenta ll y recorded beta-spectra.
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1. Introduction
The first method for calculation of the dose from beta-ray sources was proposed by
Loevinger [1, 2]. The method is an analytical approximation that empirically accounts
for the beta-spectrum shape and for the contribution from scattered electrons. For most
of the practical cases the accuracy of the method is acceptable.
According to Loevinger the calculation of the dose versus distance for a betaspectrum consisting of several transitions is performed for each transition separately
and it cannot be performed using only the total beta-spectrum or the measured in the
experiment spectrum. The method is applicable only for undistorted spectra.
In the last 20 years several groups have used Monte-Carlo methods for the calculations of beta-ray doses for the cases of point sources, nonnally incident electrons and
skin contamination. The major deviations between the results from the Monte-Carlo calculations and the Loevinger approximation are for large distances from a point source
(greater than 112 of the maximum range).
The results from the groups using the Monte-Carlo method also differ, in some cases,
up to 15 - 20 % in both directions although much work is performed for clearing the
possible reasons for the deviations ([3- 7] last ten years only). The major disadvantage
of the method is that there is no analytical expression and one has to use table values
or graphs. The introduction of dimensionless kernels in units of beta-particle range in
the fonn of tables makes these calculations more convenient for an analytical-like use
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The purpose of the present paper is to report a method for analytical calculation of
the beta-ray dose from point sources which accounts for the total beta-spectrum shape
and which is in agreement with the calculations of Loevinger and the Monte-Carlo
groups (we have chosen to compare our results with those of Cross et al. [3-7) since
they are the most recent and the most complete in terms of nuclides and geometries).
The agreement is good also for very large distances.
The most important feature of the method is that it can be used for the resultant
sum of several spectra and also for distorted or experimentally measured spectra.
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The idea of the approach is to use tabulated values for the specific energy loss dE / dx
[9] and tabulated (calculated or measured) values for the shape of total beta-spectrum
that a nuclide or a mixture of nuclides emits.
The deposited energy from a point beta-source in the mass of a spherical shell with
inner and outer radii ri and ri+l for electrons that reach the shell with energy E is
T-i+l
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(1)

2

4nr dr

Here p is the mass density of the media, E is the incident energy with which the
electrons enter the shell, and E depends on r and the initial energy Ea. If the volume
around a point source is divided into concentric spherical shells then the energy E with
which an electron reaches a shell with radius r is E =Ea - L,8Eci). Here, 8E(i) is
the energy loss in shell i
Ti+l

8E(i) =

J

dE

-(Ei)dr.
dx

(2)

Ti

For thin layers the expression is approximated with
(3)
dE
and instead of - ( Ei) averaged values are used

dx

(3')
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For the total beta-spectrum the dose absorbed in the i-th shell is obtained by summation
over all energy groups

<

k is the constant (k = 6680), Z
number of the scatterer, f3 = v/
light, a= Ze 2 / 137(3.
The maximal angle 01 is cal'

(4)

Here bk are the weights of the k-th energy group of the beta-ray spectrum.
The major point of such calculations is the contribution to the deposited energy
due to scattered from the initial direction electrons. A reasonable approximation is
the assumption that the average path of an electron that reaches a point with radius
r increased according to r = r / Ceff, here Ce ff is the average cosine of the angular
distribution of electrons:

where p is the relativistic impt
kinetic energy of the electron.
Expression ( 6) is valid for v..
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D(O) is the probability for an electron to be deflected from the initial direction in a
cone from angle B to angle () + d(). We have used the angular distribution of Moliere
[10]. The electron paths in [4] are substituted with r /Ce ff·
The angular distribution according to Moliere is described with the function fl(()) =
W (() )Od(). The function W(())()d() is expanded by the parameter B

W(())()dB = [fo (8)

+ fi(8)B- 1 + fz (8)B - 2 + · · ·] ()d().
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The parameter B is a solution of the transcendent equation
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()- 1 is the maximum scattering angle, J''0(8)

(7)
2
= 2 exp( - 8)
is the

term describing the Gaussian fraction of the distribution, Ji and fz are the correction
functions calculated and tabulated by Moliere [10] and Bethe [11] , which account for
corrections for large angles and deviations from the Born approximation. n av is the
average scattering events for a path of thickness d
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=
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i-th shell is obtained by summation

k is the constant (k = 6680), Z is the atomic number of the scatterer, A - the mass
number of the scatterer, f3 = v / c, v is the velocity of the electron, c - the velocity of
light, a= Ze 2 /137f3.
The maximal angle 0 1 is calculated from
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(9)
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where p is the relativistic impulse, e - the electric charge of the electron, E is the
kinetic energy of the electron.
Expression (6) is valid for width of the Gaussian distribution less than 1 rad. Bethe
[ 11] has calculated a correction factor of expression (6) that makes the Moliere theory
valid for width of the Gaussian distribution greater than 1 rad. The correction factor is

Ks=

(10)

0
(5)
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3. Results
The approach was tested for the beta-ray dose distribution of 4 isotopes: 90 Sr, 90 Y,
106
Rh and 137 Cs ( + conversion electrons). The isotope 106 Ru with Emax = 39.4 keV
was not taken into account. The isotopes were selected because of the different beta-ray
shapes - 90 Sr, 90 Y and the presence of conversion electrons (1 37 Cs), 106 Rh is included
because it is a popular fission product with very high Emax = 3.54 MeV. Data for the
beta-spectra are from [ 11].
The results are plotted in Figs 1-3 and the nonnalised differences (presentwork Cross)/Cross and (Loevinger - Cross)/Cross are plotted in Figs 4-6.
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Fig. 1. Beta-ray dose versus distance for a 90 Sr point source and soft biological
tissue with density l g.cm 2 . The results according to Loevinger [2], Cross [4] and
the present paper are plotted
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Fig. 2. Beta-ray dose versus distance for a 90 Y point source and soft biological
tissue with density 1 g.cm 2 . The results according to Loevinger [2], Cross [4] and
the present paper are plotted
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Fig. 3. Beta-ray dose versus distance for a 106 Rh point source and soft biological
tissue with density 1 g.cm 2 . The results according to Loevinger [2], Cross [4] and
the present paper are plotted
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The chosen beta-spectra are with very different initial shape and that confinns the
applicability of the proposed approach. The major deviation of the calculations of Cross
et al. and the present work from the results of Loevinger is for large distances and it
proves the limited accuracy of the Loevinger approach which does not account for the
finite range of the electrons.
The conversion lines 624 keV and 656 ke V of 137 Cs cannot be accounted for in the
Loevinger calculations. The case of the conversion line of 137 Cs (Fig. 7) demonstrates
the necessity of the elaboration of the model. If we assume a fixed range for a fixed
initial energy of the electron then the resulting dose has a "step" in the region of the
conversion line (solid line). But it is known that electrons unlike alpha-particles do
not have a fixed range. For a fixed initial energy the distribution of the individual
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ranges of the electrons is close to a Gaussian and therefore the correct approach is to
make a convolution over the electron range for each energy group of the beta-spectrum.
In a 1944 paper L. D. Landau [ 13] has derived an expression for the FWHM of the
calculated nonnal energy distribution of electrons that depends on the travelled distance
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is in units MeV. For water and for the conversion line of
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A convolution over the range distribution makes the approach more complex and
therefore we have shown that a simpler procedure which accounts for the different
range can be applied, convolution of the final results, the dose versus the distance,
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is convoluted over a Gaussian instead of a convolution over the electron range. For
the case of the conversion line of 137 Cs the result is convoluted with a Gaussian with
FWHM equal to 15 %.
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Fig. 6. Normalised differences for 106 Rh between the results of Loevinger [2] and
Cross [4] and present paper and Cross [4)

The example with the conversion line implies that for all energy groups we have
to use such a procedure, or the final results should be a convolution over a Gaussian
line which in the ultimate case should be with energy dependent width. The observable
differences for a continuous curve of the type in Figs 1-3 without convolution and a
convolution are only in the curvature for very long ranges and therefore the conclusion
is that the convolution complicates the approach and it should be applied only for
smoothing of the particular case of discrete electron energy.
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Fig. 7. Beta-ray dose versus distance for a 137 Cs point source and soft biological
tissue with density I g.cm 2 . The results according to Loevinger [2], Cross [4]
and the present paper are plotted. The thick line is without convolution over
a Gaussian. The black triangles are the results from the present paper after a
convolution over a Gaussian according to the Landau theory [ 13)
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4. Conclusions
The major advantage of the approach is that it can be applied to the total spectrum that
a source emits or to the emission spectrum from a thick source which is measured or
calculated. The specific energy loss for the tissue of interest - soft biological tissue
with density p (e.g. 1 g/ cm 2 or 0.28 g/cm 2 for the lung), air water, bone. If the discrete
values are not suitable for a particular case then the dE / dx values can be approximated

ss)/Cross
ss)/Cross
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an appropriate function e. g. a function of a beta-spectrum with some free parameters.
The procedure can also be applied for other than point sources, i. e. plane sources integration of the dose at a certain position over a number of fixed point beta-sources.
For the case of skin contamination it is necessary to measure or calculate the resultant
spectrum of the backscattering from the air electrons since it has been demonstrated
that skin dose is increased by a factor of~ 1.2 due to backscattering electrons [7] . An
initial version of the approach has been used for calculation of beta-ray doses due to
hot particles after the Chernobyl accident [14].
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